
Description 
Influenza A virus, a significant pathogen affecting both humans 
and animals, relies on host factors for its replication. The role 
of Equine ANP32 (Acidic Nuclear Phosphoprotein 32) proteins 
in supporting the influenza A virus RNA polymerase A, 
shedding light on the intricate interplay between the virus and 
its host in the equine system. Through an examination of the 
structural and functional aspects of Equine ANP32 proteins, as 
well as their implications in influenza A virus replication, this 
review contributes to our understanding of host-virus 
interactions in equine influenza.

Influenza A virus poses a continuous threat to both human and 
animal health. Equine influenza, caused by influenza A viruses, 
remains a concern in the equestrian community, necessitating a 
detailed investigation into host factors that facilitate viral 
replication. Successful viral replication is reliant on the 
manipulation of host cellular machinery. Equine ANP32 
proteins have emerged as key players in supporting the 
influenza A virus RNA polymerase A, highlighting their 
significance in the host-virus interplay.

This review aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of 
Equine ANP32 proteins and their role in supporting influenza 
A virus RNA polymerase A, offering insights into the 
molecular mechanisms that govern host-virus interactions in 
equine influenza.

ANP32 proteins, characterized by their acidic nature and 
nuclear localization, play diverse roles in cellular processes. 
Their involvement in regulating viral replication extends to 
influenza A virus and other RNA viruses. Equine ANP32 
proteins share structural similarities with their counterparts in 
other species. The conserved acidic regions and functional 
domains contribute to their role as cofactors in viral RNA 
synthesis.

Equine ANP32 proteins participate in various cellular 
functions, including mRNA export, chromatin remodeling, and 
cell cycle regulation. Their multifaceted roles extend to 
supporting the activity of influenza A virus RNA polymerase A 
during viral replication.

Equine ANP32 proteins interact with the influenza A virus 
RNA polymerase A subunit, contributing to the formation of 
the viral Ribonucleoprotein (vRNP) complex. This interaction 
is crucial for viral genome replication and transcription.

Understanding the host factors involved in equine influenza is 
pivotal for developing antiviral strategies. Equine ANP32 
proteins, by supporting viral replication, present potential
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targets for intervention. Comparative analyses of ANP32 
proteins across species reveal conserved and species-specific 
features. Investigating these differences provides insights into 
host adaptation and the potential for interspecies transmission 
of influenza A viruses.

Targeting Equine ANP32 proteins presents a potential avenue 
for antiviral drug development. Understanding the intricacies of 
their interactions with influenza A virus RNA polymerase A 
opens possibilities for disrupting viral replication. Insights into 
the role of Equine ANP32 proteins can inform vaccine 
development strategies. Designing vaccines that elicit robust 
immune responses against viral components interacting with 
ANP32 proteins may enhance vaccine efficacy. Ongoing 
surveillance of equine influenza strains and monitoring changes 
in the viral genome that may influence interactions with Equine 
ANP32 proteins are essential for anticipating and responding to 
emerging viral threats.

The constant evolution of influenza A viruses poses challenges 
in predicting how Equine ANP32 proteins may interact with 
emerging viral strains. Future research should address the 
adaptability of both host and virus. Understanding the impact 
of Equine ANP32 proteins on host immune responses is 
crucial. The modulation of immune pathways by these proteins 
may influence the course of infection and shape the host's 
ability to control viral replication.

Investigating the potential for cross-species transmission of 
influenza A viruses between equines and other species is vital. 
Such studies can shed light on the factors influencing 
interspecies transmission and the role of ANP32 proteins in this 
process.

As research progresses, a deeper understanding of Equine 
ANP32 proteins and their involvement in influenza A virus 
replication will contribute to the development of effective 
control strategies for equine influenza. Targeting these host 
factors may offer novel approaches for antiviral interventions.

Conclusion
Equine ANP32 proteins play a pivotal role in supporting 
influenza. A virus RNA polymerase A, contributing to the 
successful replication of the virus in equine hosts. The 
structural and functional aspects of these proteins provide 
valuable insights into host-virus interactions in equine 
influenza.

The comprehensive review of Equine ANP32 proteins and their 
role in supporting influenza A virus RNA polymerase A. By 
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elucidating the molecular mechanisms of host-virus interactions 
in equine influenza, this review contributes to our 
understanding of viral replication in equine hosts and opens 
avenues for developing targeted antiviral strategies.
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